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      IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (SADAR)  

      TINSUKIA 

 

Present: S. Sultana, AJS 

      SDJM(S), Tinsukia 

 

GR CASE NO. 3231/2014 

U/S 420 OF IPC 

 

State of Assam 

Vs 

                                Niraj Kr. Khemka 

                                                        ……....ACCUSED 

 

 

Advocate for prosecution: Learned Banti Hazarika 

Advocate for defence: Learned A. Bhattacharjee 

Charge framed on: 11-08-15 

Date of Evidence: 09-07-18, 10-12-18, 08-02-19 

          

Date of Argument: 08-03-2019 

Date of Judgment: 14-03-2019 

JUDGMENT 

 

1. The prosecution case succinctly is that informant on 09.12.2014 lodged 

an ejahar stating that one Sri Niraj Khemka, son of Sri Banwarilal 

Khemka, resident of Niraj Enterprise, opposite Gopapa Sweets, A.T. 

Road,Tinsukia, Assam took an amount of Rs.5,10,000/- as working capital 

from the informant for their work promising to return the working capital 

within 2 months. But Sri Niraj Khemka failed to return the amount within 
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said period. Further when informant requested Sri Niraj Khemka after the 

expiry of the period, he gave informant two cheque being Nos.513813 

and 513814 of Rs.50,000/- and Rs.1,00,000/- dated 01.05.14 and 

03.05.14 but when informant went to encash the same, the cheques was 

returned with an intimidation shown from his bank i.e. SBI as insufficient 

fund. Further informant again went to  Niraj Khemka to tell him about the 

incident, he requested informant to give him time and on good faith 

informant trusted him that he will return the money to informant. It has 

been further stated in the ejahar that on 08.12.14, when informant again 

went to Niraj Khemka to ask him to return the money back as informant 

was facing huge financial problem,  Niraj Khemka told informant that he 

will sent the money to informant at informant's house but on the same 

night at about 8:30 p.m. Niraj Khemka along with 4-5 unknown 

miscreants, forcibly entered into informant's house and threatened 

informant with deadly consequences if informant again went to him to 

ask for the money and abused informant with filthy languages and 

threatened to kill informant if he finds informant near his shop or 

residence. 

 

 Thus, the above facts circumstances led to the filing of the instant 

complaint and set the prosecution case in motion. 

 

2. Based on the ejahar, Tinsukia P.S Case No. 1186/14 u/s 406/468/294/506 

IPC was registered. After completion of investigation, Investigating Officer 

submitted charge-sheet against accused person namely Niraj Kr. Khemka 

u/s 406 IPC for his prosecution under the aforesaid sections of law. 

 

3. Relevant copies of documents were furnished to above mentioned 

accused persons as per provision of law. Charge u/s 420 IPC has been 

framed, read over and explained to the accused to which he pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

4. In this instant case, 5 (five) prosecution witnesses (hereinafter referred to 

as PWs) were summoned, examined-in-chief and cross examined. 
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5. Statement of defence u/s 313 Cr.P.C. has been recorded. Defence did not 

tender any evidence in its support and denied the allegations brought 

against it. I have heard arguments advanced by both sides, with each 

side trying to establish its stand. I have also perused the entire case 

record. 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 

     6.  The points of determinations are as follows:- 

          (i)Whether accused person cheated the informant by inducing him 

to deliver Rs.5,10,000/- to the accused by making believe that the 

accused person will return the money and thereby committed an offence 

u/s 420 IPC? 

REASONS, DISCUSSIONS & DECISIONS THEREOF: 

6. To arrived at a decision, I have gone through the evidence of all the PWs 

one after another. 

7. PW-1/Informant Sri Pranab Singha has deposed in his evidence that 

he  knows the accused person. PW-1 and accused had a partnership deal 

that they would open a business venture by the name of 'Sneha  

Furnitures' in the year 2014 in the month of January. They calculated the 

estimates to be around 12 Lacs. Accused asked PW-1 to invest for 

working capital with the assurance that accused would return the 

invested amount within 2 months if they fail to open the business 

venture. Accordingly PW-1 invested Rs. 5,10,000/- and handed it to the 

accused.  PW-1 further deposed that their venture did not open and as 

per assurance of accused, accused handed PW-1 two cheques of Rs.1 Lac 

and Rs.50,000/- respectively. When PW-1 went to  withdraw money 

through the said cheques handed to him by accused, the cheques were 

bounced due to insufficient funds maintained by accused. PW-1 went to 

the shop of accused situated in A.T.Road and told him about the cheques 

being bounced, accused assured PW-1 that accused would return him the 

money this time in cash. PW-1 also deposed that  PW-1 returned back in 

good faith. Thereafter accused stopped responding to  phone calls of PW-

1. Again PW-1  went to accused but accused told PW-1 to return back to 
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home as accused would himself come to  home of PW-1 to return the 

money to PW-1. Accused  came with a few people to house of PW-1 and 

threatened accused not to keep asking for returning the case against 

accused in Tinsukia. PW-1 handed over all his documents including the 

agrement to police. 

 

 In his cross examination PW-1 has deposed that accused lodged a 

case against informant prior to this case lodged by him against accused. 

PW1 also deposed that he has not seen the documents submitted by him 

and seized by police in court. PW1 could not say how many documents 

were seized and their details. PW-1 further deposed that his house is 

situated 50 mtrs away from Sai Motors. There are houses situated near to 

his house at a visible distance. Police examined him regarding the 

incident. He did not mention in the ejahar nor before police that he and 

accused had a partnership deal that they would open a business venture 

by the name of ‘Sneha Furnitures’ in the year 2014 in the month of 

January and they calculated the estimates to be around 12 Lacs. PW-1 

did not state in his FIR or in his statement before police the exact date, 

time and witnesses in presence of whom he handed over an amount of 

Rs.5,10,000/- to accused. PW-1 also deposed that he did not institute any 

case under NI Act for the cheques given by accused being bounced. On 

11.12.2014, PW-1 also deposed that he furnished an affidavit in 

connection with this case that the dispute between him and accused is of 

civil nature and they have sorted amicably. PW-1 went alone in the PS to 

lodge this case. PW1 also deposed that he signed the ejahar and seizure 

list in police station itself. In rest of his evidence, PW1 denied the 

suggestions brought by defence. 

PW-2 Nayan Babu Singha has deposed in his evidence that he knows 

the accused. Informant is his son. Accused and informant were business 

partners. PW2 also deposed that in 2014, Rs.5 Lacs was given to accused 

by  son for partnership business. PW-2 further deposed that Informant 

told PW-2 that accused did not return the money. Though accused gave 

cheques to son of PW-2 the cheques bounced. One day accused came to 

their house, called son of PW-2 outside and also threatened him badly. 
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PW-2 also deposed that the money has not been returned till date. 

Thereafter the ejahar was lodged by his son. 

In his cross examination PW-2 has deposed that he was not present when 

the alleged transaction took place between accused and informant. In 

rest of the evidence, PW2 denied the suggestions brought by defence. 

 

PW-3 Nabin Ch. Singha has deposed in his evidence that he knows the 

accused. Informant is his younger brother. PW3 has also deposed that in 

2014, informant gave accused Rs.5 Lakh in presence of PW-3 and one 

Manoj Agarwal for business purpose. Accused did not start the business 

after taking the money from informant. PW-3 further deposed that they 

waited for 3 months. Accused was confronted, accused gave cheques to 

them which bounced. Accused till date did not return the money. PW-3 

also deposed that after accused threatened informant, the ejahar was 

lodged, police seized original deed of partnership between informant and 

accused, original copy of agreement of tenancy between Banwarilal 

Khemka and M/S Sneha Furniture,  one cheque of Rs.50,000/- bearing 

No.513813 (SBI), one cheque of Rs.1 Lac bearing No.573814 (SBI), one 

letter written by accused. 

In his cross examination PW-3 has deposed that he cannot say if ejahar 

was lodged by informant against accused for threatening. PW-3 has 

further deposed that it is not a fact that he did not state before police 

that he was physically present when informant handed over Rs.5 Lacs to 

accused. PW3 has also deposed that he does not remember where he 

signed Ext-2 which is the seizure list. The dates and deed numbers of 

both partnership agreemet and tenancy deed are not mentioned in Ext-2.  

In rest of the evidence, PW3 denied the suggestions brought by the 

defence. 

 

PW-4 Manoj Kr. Agarwal has deposed in his evidence that he knows 

the accused and the informant. PW-4 introduced accused to informant for 

partnership business. Accused told informant that he shall open a door 

manufacturing unit and so, took Rs.5 Lac from informant around 2-3 

years ago. Accused did not open the manufacturing unit. 3 months 

passed by. PW-4 further deposed that Informant asked his money back 
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from accused. Accused returned some amount of money in cash to 

informant and for rest of the money, he issued cheques. The cheques got 

bounced. PW-4 told accused that the cheques issued by accused got 

bounced, accused did not return money till date. Thereafter the ejahar 

was lodged. PW-4 also deposed that he was present when accused was 

given Rs.5 Lacs by informant. 

In his cross examination PW-4 has deposed that he did not state before 

police that he was present when Rs.5 Lacs was given to accused by 

informant. PW-4 has further deposed that he did not state before police 

that he introduced Niraj Khemka to informant who told informant that he 

shall open a door manufacturing unit and so, took Rs.5 Lacs from 

informant but did not open the manufacturing unit. PW-4 has also 

deposed that  he did not state before police that accused returned some 

amount in cash to informant but he stated about cheque though to police. 

PW4 also deposed that he is not aware regarding the  contents of Ext-2, 

he signed it because he was told that he has to sign it due to dishonour 

of cheque issued by accused. The cheques were issued by father of 

accused though PW4 did not remember the cheque number. PW-4 has 

deposed that the cheques were issued in the signature of father of 

accused. In rest of the evidence, PW4 has denied the suggestions 

brought by defence. 

 

PW-5/I.O. Pradip Kumar Banik has deposed in his evidence that on 

09.12.14 he was posted in Tinsukia P.S. On that day, the ejahar was 

lodged and after the case was registered, he was entrusted with the 

investigation. PW5 also deposed that he examined the complainant in 

Tinsukia PS itself on 09.12.14. PW-5 further deposed that he also seized 

some documents from the complainant, also examined the witnesses. 

PW-5 thereafter interrogated the accused Niraj Khemka and on finding 

incriminating materials against him, he arrested accused Niraj Khemka 

u/s 406 IPC. 

In his cross examination PW-5 has deposed that on 09-12-14 he was 

entrusted with the investigation and on 30-03-15 he submitted the 

Charge sheet. Ext-2 has been prepared on 10-12-14. The seized 

documents were kept in Malkhana, they  were not in his custody. PW5 
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deposed that he does not know how the seized documents got destroyed 

but he has heard that the documents got destroyed due to falling of some 

acidic liquid over the documents. The seized documents got destroyed 

after charge sheet was submitted. PW5 did not examine any bank officials 

in connection with the cheque issued by accused. PW5 also deposed that 

PW-2 Nayan Babu did not state before him in his statement that accused 

badly threatened his son outside their house. PW5 further deposed that 

except complainant, the remaining PWs have not witnessed the incident, 

they have merely heard about it. In rest of the evidence, PW5 has denied 

the suggestions brought by defence. 

8. On perusal of the evidence on record, it is found that this instant case 

does not attract the ingredients of section 420 IPC. 

The essential ingredients of Sec. 420 IPC are : -  

 i.Cheating; 

 ii. Dishonest inducement to deliver property or to make, alter or destroy  

any valuable security or anything which is sealed or signed or is capable 

of being converted into a valuable security, and 

iii. Mens rea of the accused at the time of making the inducement.  

In this present case, looking at the allegations in the ejahar and the 

evidence of informant, on face of it, there appears that accused person 

did not have any intention to cheat the informat. Accused person issued 

some cheques which were bounced due to insufficient funds maintained 

by him. Also, if apart from evidence of PW2 and PW3 who are interested 

witnesses, the evidence of PW4 is takein into consideration, PW4 being 

an independent witness has deposed in his evidence that accused 

returned some amount of money in cash to informant and for rest of the 

money, he issued cheques. 

 The informant and accused persons were under an obligation by way of  

written agreement entered into between them for which an effective 

remedy is to approach the Civil Courts. The other remedy would have 

been instituted of a case under the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881. 

The materials on record in this instant case do not warrant conviction of 

accused person.  
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9. It has been held in Rang Bahadur Singh Vs. State of UP, AIR 2000 

SC 1209 that the time-tested rule is that acquittal of a guilty should be 

preferred to conviction of an innocent person. Unless the prosecution 

establishes the guilt of the accused beyond reasonable doubt, a 

conviction cannot be passed on the accused. 

 

10. In light of the discussions made above, the inevitable conclusion, 

therefore is that prosecution has failed to bring home the charges levelled 

against the accused beyond the pale of reasonable doubt and 

accordingly, accused person is entitled to acquittal. 

 
 

11. In the result, accused Niraj Kr. Khemka is acquitted from charges u/s  

420 IPC levelled against him and they are set at liberty forthwith. 

 

12. Bail bonds furnished on their behalf shall remain in force for a period of 

six months. 

 

13. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 14th day of March, 

2019. 

 

14. Case is disposed off hereby on contest. 

 

                                                                         (Salma Sultana) 
 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate,  

                                                              Tinsukia, Assam 
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ORDER 

 

Accused person Niraj Kr. Khemka is  present. 
 

Judgment is ready and has been delivered and pronounced in open Court. 
 

Accused Niraj Kr. Khemka is acquitted from charges u/s  420 IPC levelled against 

him and he is set at liberty forthwith. 

Bail bonds furnished on their behalf shall remain in force for a period of six 

months. 

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 14th day of March, 2019.         

Case is disposed off hereby on contest. 

 

                         

                                                                        

                                                                         (Salma Sultana) 
 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate,  

                                                              Tinsukia, Assam 
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APPENDIX 

 PROSECUTION EXHIBIT: 
 

     Ext 1 – Ejahar 

     Ext 2 – Seizure List 

     Ext 3- Charge Sheet 

 

 DEFENCE EXHIBITS:  

None 

 

 PROSECUTION WITNESS: 

PW 1- Pranab Singha 

PW 2- Nayan Babu Singha 

PW 3- Nabin Ch. Singha 

PW 4- Manoj Kr. Agarwal 

PW 5- I.O. Pradip Kumar Banik 

 

 DEFENCE WITNESS:  

      None  

                                                                                   

 

                                                                         (Salma Sultana) 
   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S),  

                                                               Tinsukia, Assam 
 

 

 

 

 

 


